Atos Earns Low Code Application Development Advanced Specialization

Atos is proud to announce that we have achieved our latest specialization, [Low Code Application Development Advanced Specialization](#), proving our global expertise and deep knowledge in PowerApps, Power Automate, Power BI and Power Virtual Agent. This prestigious Advanced Specialization validates our expertise in building digital solutions using Power Apps and related technologies. This is the eighth Advanced Specialization for Atos, strengthening our [Microsoft partnership](#) and commitment to our clients for proving cutting-edge solutions.

- Low Code Application Development
- Information Protection and Governance
- Kubernetes on Azure
- SAP on Microsoft Azure
- Calling for Microsoft Teams
- Adoption & Change Management
- Meeting & Meeting Room for Teams
- Windows Server & SQL Server Migration to Microsoft Azure

This designation is exclusively granted to Microsoft Gold Application Development Competency partners that qualify with stringent appraisal criteria. As part of the evaluation process, the Atos Power Platform Competency team demonstrated customer success and availability of skilled team members, as well as passed a rigorous third-party and Microsoft partner evaluation criteria — which the Atos team successfully cleared with flying colors.

This latest specialization achievement continues to strengthen Atos’ 20+ year worldwide alliance with Microsoft and our [status](#) as a globally recognized Microsoft Azure Expert Managed Service Provider (MSP). As an Azure Expert MSP, Atos is recognized for its expertise in providing high-quality, fast, and cost-effective managed services by extensively using automation and DevOps. In fact, Atos is one of less than 100 Microsoft Azure Expert MSP partners worldwide, supported by more than 7,000 cloud experts, with 17 Gold competencies.

What is Low Code Application Development?

With the rise of digital transformation and the shift to remote work, many businesses have had to make quick changes to meet their employees’ new needs. And as more people have moved to working from home, companies must continue to learn how to better support mobile users and rapidly develop new applications to help their workers stay productive, collaborative, and efficient.

One major way your business can support its employees is with low-code development. Instead of relying heavily on programming, low-code platforms simplify application development with techniques like drag-and-drop functionality and visual guidance. This means that anyone in your company, regardless of their technical expertise or abilities, can build apps so that the business can offload some tasks from IT.

Unlike professional developers, citizen developers such as these might not know much about hand-coding and don’t typically have formal training in programming, but they can still build applications using low-code platforms. Because low code simplifies the app-building process, citizen developers don’t need to be coding experts to build efficient apps. Using citizen developers also frees up your IT and development resources so they can focus on more complex projects.

Low-code platforms also help your business and developers address the growing need for top-of-the-line internal workflow applications, timesaving automations, better customer experiences, and seamless integrations. It can also help your professional developers build apps faster and avoid writing code line by line.

How Low Code Application Development Works

Microsoft Power Apps and Microsoft Power Automate are two solutions that help customers capture the low code market opportunity. Power Apps enables rapid end-to-end app development, and Microsoft Power Automate enables the automation of repetitive tasks. These solutions help drive innovation and efficiency throughout your customers’ entire organization with connectivity across the Microsoft Power Platform, Microsoft 365, Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Microsoft Azure, and hundreds of third-party apps.

For a deep dive into Low Code Application Development

Adding this specialization to our portfolio is a significant accomplishment, especially amid the pandemic. Across the globe, our team’s strength, innovation, and unparalleled level of commitment shined through in earning this accomplishment. The Atos team looks forward to harnessing the power of Low Code Application Development for leading enterprises worldwide.

A competency measures a partner’s broad technical capability in a Microsoft product or technology. An advanced specialization measures more in-depth capabilities in a specific solution area.

Learn more about how this latest specialization can empower your organization.

Contact us at [microsoft.na@atos.net](mailto:microsoft.na@atos.net)